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1. Introduction I



There exists a class of games in which prudent strategies are optimal. These games are called zero-sum game or strictly competitive game.



I



A strictly competitive game is a strategic game in which there are two players, whose preferences are diametrically opposed: I



I



whenever one player prefers some outcome a to another outcome b, the other player prefers b to a. This defines a pure conflict game.



I



Assume for convenience that the players’ names are 1 and 2, we have the following definition:



I



A strategic game with ordinal preferences is strictly competitive if I I



it has two players and (a1 , a2 ) 1 (b1 , b2 ) if and only if (b1 , b2 ) 2 (a1 , a2 ). 2



2. Example



Table: Strategic form of matching pennies game



Head



Player 2 Head Tail -1,1 1,-1



Player 1 Tail



1,-1



-1,1



3



I



This game is a strictly competitive game because player 1’s ranking over the four outcomes is precisely the reverse of player 2’s: (T , H ) ≈1 (H, T ) 1 (T , T ) ≈1 (H, H ) and (T , T ) ≈2 (H, H ) 2 (T , H ) ≈2 (H, T ).



I



In strictly competitive game, payoffs functions have a particular property: I I



the sum of players’ payoffs is zero for every action profile. When one player gains, the other loses exactly the same amount.
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3. Properties



I



A particular property of strictly competitive game is that a potential cooperation between players can not contribute to an increase in players’ payoff. I I



I



I



the outcome of the game defines a Nash equilibrium it is not possible to improve the payoff of one player without making the other worst off the outcome of the game is also Pareto-optimal, due to the fact that the sum of payoffs is 0 here the prudent strategy is optimal.



3. Properties



I



the vector of minimum payoff αi can not be improved.



I



The existence of optimal prudent strategy allows players to not care about what the other player does because he is certain to obtain αi and can not obtain more if the other player is rational.
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4. Formalisation I



A zero-sum game in strategic form is defined with the  following triplet: N, (Si )i ∈N , (ui )i ∈N with ui the payoff function of player i that is equal to the reverse of player j payoff function.



I



The prudent strategy of player 1 is a maximin strategy while the prudent strategy of player 2 is a minimax strategy.



I



Minimax strategy: The minimax strategy of a player is the strategy that maximizes his expected payoff under the assumption that the other player attemps to minimize this payoff. The minimax payoff of a player is the maximum expected payoff that she guarantee to herself Such a concept is relevant in zero-sum games, since minimizing the expected reward of the opponent leads one to maximize her own payoff



I I



5. Resolution



Example: Assume the following strategic form game. Table: Minimax



l1



Player 2 c1 c2 2 1



c3 1,



l2



3



-1



Player 1 4



Minimax= Min {3, 4, 1} = 1.
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5. Resolution



There exists a relationship between the maximin and the minimax payoff:



maxs1 mins2 u (s1 , s2 ) ≤ mins1 maxs2 u (s1 , s2 ) α1 ≤ α2 If α1 = α2 the game has a solution in pure strategies that we call the value of the game v with α1 = α2 = v .
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6. Examples



Table: Value of the game of example 1



l1



Player 2 c1 c2 2 1



c3 4



Min 1



l2



-1



0



6



-1



2



1



6



Player 1



Max
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In cells, we have the payoff of player 1. I



Maximin=Max{1; −1} = α1 = 1



I



Minimax=Min{2, 1, 6} = α2 = 1



I



The value of the game is v = α1 = α2 = 1



I



The game equilibrium is (l1 , c2 ) .
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Saddle point



(l1 , c2 ) is called a saddle point. A saddle point is a payoff that is simultaneously a row minimum and a column maximum. More formally, an outcome S (s1∗ , s2∗ ) is a saddle point in a two-player zero-sum game if and only if: u (s1 , s2∗ ) ≤ u (s1∗ , s2∗ ) ≤ u (s1∗ , s2 )



Saddle point



I



if Player 1 changes unilaterally his strategy from s1∗ to another strategy s1 6= s1∗ while Player 2 keeps the same strategy s2∗ , the outcome decreases (that is Player 1 punishes himself because u (s1 , s2∗ ) ≤ u (s1∗ , s2∗ )).



I



if Player 2 changes unilaterally his strategy from s2∗ to another strategy s2 6= s2∗ while Player 1 keeps the same strategy s1∗ , the outcome of player 1 increases and Player 2 punishes himself (u (s1∗ , s2∗ ) ≤ u (s1∗ , s2 )).



I



The best outcome and so the saddle point is then u (s1∗ , s2∗ ).



Strictly determined game



A game is strictly determined if it has at least one saddle point. The following statements are true about strictly determined games. 1. All saddle points in a game have the same payoff value. 2. Choosing the row and column through any saddle point gives minimax strategies for both players. In other words, the game is solved via the use of these (pure) strategies. The value of a strictly determined game is the value of the saddle point entry. A fair game has value of zero, otherwise it is unfair or biased.



Example of fair game



Table: Value of the game of example 2



l1



Player 2 c1 c2 0 -1



c3 1



l2



0



0



2



l3



-1



-2



3



Player 1
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Example of fair game



In cells, we have the payoff of player 1. I



There are two saddle points: (l2 , c1 ) and (l2 , c2 )



I



This is a fair game



Supp. example



l1



Player 2 c1 c2 6 -2



c3 3



l2



-3



4



Player 1 5
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7. Limits 1. The common knowledge of players’ rationality. In case of strictly competitive game, choosing a prudent strategy is optimal only if players are certain that other players are rational. 2. In case of non strictly competitive game, Maximin strategies are not optimal for at least one of the three reasons below: 2.1 The payoff of one of the two players is lower than αi (minimum payoff guaranteed). In this case a prudent strategy will improve his payoff 2.2 The global vector of payoffs can be improved 2.3 The payoff of one of the two players is higher than αi . The player can decrease the payoff of such a player by moving his strategy. He becomes vulnerable to threats.
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